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The Oval in Kennington, south London--with its instantly recognizable gasholders--is one of sport's

most iconic and popular venues. It has played host to an array of blue-ribbon sporting events over

the years, including the FA Cup final and rugby's first varsity match. But it is as an iconic cricket

venue that it is so widely known and loved.Since opening in 1845, The Oval has been the home of

Surrey County Cricket Club, and these days it traditionally hosts the final Test match of the English

season. It was one of the first grounds to stage a Test match (second only to Melbourne's MCG),

when it hosted EnglandÃ¢â‚¬â€œAustralia in 1880, and its place in sporting history continues as

2017 sees the 100th Test match at the venue. The modern-day history of cricket can be told purely

by referencing events that have taken place at The Oval or players that called the ground

home.Wisden at The Oval takes the reader through that rich history, delving into the Almanack's

archive, and arguing that more memorable events and moments have happened at The Oval than

any other ground in the world. It will showcase the remarkable matches and series: from that first

Test match in England and the subsequent birth of the Ashes, to the first ever official County

Championship (won by Surrey), the first ever One Day World Cup in 1975, The Oval's key role in

the birth of Twenty20 in 2003, and the biggest series of modern times with the 2005 Ashes and

three subsequent Ashes victories in the following decade. It will celebrate the outstanding players

and performances, including: Jack Hobbs, who played home games and his final Test at The Oval;

Len Hutton's astounding 364* in 1938; Don Bradman's final innings; the iconic performances of

Surrey's Jim Laker; Fred Trueman becoming the first player to take 300 Test wickets; the

era-defining West Indians of the 70s and 80s who called it a home from home; and all the greats of

the game through to today.
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"When a book like this is created, it comes with an air of definitiveness; you don't make more than

one Wisden at the Oval: An AnthologyÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ This being a collection of extracts from Wisden, you

can be sure of the quality of the writing. And the editor Jon Surtees fills in the gaps adeptly, adding

the historical contexts that Wisden by its very nature, can't provide, while also providing detailed

explanations of why one story was chosen over another. The thought that has gone into the book

speaks of someone who genuinely loves the place, loves the written word, and loves the game. It is

to his credit that he has done such justice to all three." - All Out Cricket"A book to dip into for a

nostalgia fix." - Journal of Cricket Statisticians

Jon Surtees is a former journalist and now communications manager at Surrey CCC. He is the

author of Surrey CCC On This Day.
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